Is Coronavirus a Chinese Biological Attack?
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“The first rule of unrestricted warfare is that there are no rules, with nothing forbidden.”

Qiao Liang, co-author of China’s “Unrestricted Warfare“

As the coronavirus epidemic began growing, several things raised red flags for me. As I put the pieces of this puzzle to paper and digested it, I realized there are a number of indicators the virus, which is now a pandemic, may be an intentional weapon being used by the communist Chinese regime against the United States.

Let’s begin with a timeline of the key events in the coronavirus outbreak:

12/31/19: China alerts the World Health Organization (WHO) of an outbreak of “unusual” cases of pneumonia centered in the city of Wuhan – the location of a Chinese biological weapons research laboratory.

1/07/20: China announces they identified the virus as a coronavirus and named it coronavirus 19 or COVID-19.

1/23/20: China placed Wuhan under quarantine. The WHO announced they have “no evidence” the virus was spreading outside of China and the outbreak did not constitute a public emergency.

1/30/20: WHO declared the coronavirus outbreak a “global emergency.”

2/02/20: The United States bans foreign nationals traveling from China into the U.S. and quarantines arriving U.S. citizens from China for 14 days.

2/26/20: WHO reports global cases of COVID-19 exceed 80,000 infected and over 2,800 deaths.


3/13/20: President Trump declares a national emergency.

3/22/20: Global COVID-19 numbers reach over 311,000 infected and over 13,000 dead.

Now let’s review the above timeline in light of other events.

The timeline continues…